Methods of controlled electron interference in k-space on the diffraction plane by means of an electron biprism invented during the Tonomura Electron Wavefront Project are briefly reviewed. The results presented show the partial coherence of self-interfered diffusely scattered electrons, elastically scattered and inelastically scattered, found outside and in between the Bragg diffracted beams often referred to as thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) of electrons. The interference fringes formed in the TDS intensity have been used to calculate a mean displacement of the atom of u 12 pm in Aluminum in the direction perpendicular to the Bragg planes.
Introduction
A method of interfering the k-space electron intensity on the diffraction plane in a controlled manner using an electron biprism was invented during the Tonomura Electron Wavefront Project [1] often referred to as diffracted beam interferometry (DBI) [2, 3] . DBI has been applied both as an amplitude splitter and as a wavefront splitter that provide means of obtaining the phase of the interfered beams. The phase can give information on the microscope such as its electron source and beam aberrations [4, 5] and the specimen for properly designed experiments. DBI experiments have revealed that practically all electron intensities on the diffraction plane, i.e. elastically scattered electrons and inelastically scattered electrons, originating from all types of materials, i.e. crystals and amorphous materials, generated from a coherent electron source of a TEM have sufficient coherence to form fringes when self-interfered under a wide range of electron diffraction conditions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
A significant advantage of interfering the electron intensities in k-space on the diffraction plane is the angular separation of the elastically scattered electrons and inelastically scattered electrons acting as a spatial filter. Filtering using angular separation of the electron intensities combined with an imaging energy filter such as a Gatan imaging filter (GIF) has enabled the measurement of the coherence of phonon loss electrons [9] . When interfered Bragg-diffracted beams are used to produce the carrier fringes in the interferogram, the absolute phase of objects lying on the surface of crystals such as an amorphous thin film can be obtained since each diffracted beam carries the information on the object [11, 12] . The absolute phase can be used to determine the structure factor of amorphous materials to solve this long-standing problem in materials science. Since the diffuse intensity from amorphous materials, which have random atomic positions, has been found to have sufficient coherence to produce fringes when self-interfered, there may also be a correspondence with the diffuse intensity from the thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) of electrons reported for the first time in this paper.
DBI method
Required is a coherent electron source provided either by a Schottky field emitter or by a cold-field emitter, the latter being preferred since it has the higher coherence due to its smaller electron source size. In addition, an electron biprism is required for DBI to control the means of interference. The biprism consists of a thin, conductive wire traditionally made of metal-coated glass having a typical diameter of 0.2-1 μm but now recently possible to be made by the focused ion beam from metalcoated silicon achieving diameters of 10 s of nanometers, an order of magnitude smaller. The smaller diameter biprism enhances the observable interference width associated with the shear of the electron intensities passing by its sides. For DBI, the intermediate lens is used to bring the biprism into a near-focus condition on the diffraction plane. The objective lens is used to defocus the beam, under or over defocused (typically 2-5 μm), with respect to the specimen. The eucentric height adjuster can also be used for fine tuning the biprismspecimen defocus. A fine biprism less than 1 μm is also necessary for its insertion between two diffracted beams without touching them when using the amplitude splitting method of DBI.
Image collection times of the interferograms by a CCD camera vary from 0.01 to 2 s, since the intensity of the Bragg-diffracted beams is quite high whereas the intensity of the diffusely scattered electrons is very low. Required for seeing the fringes is a sufficiently long camera length, 1 m, made large enough to have sufficient pixels per fringe for their recording. Condenser aperture sizes of 50 μm are typically used to give a shallow convergence angle of the beams. The highest contrast fringes are produced when interfering beams of equal or nearequal intensities made possible using a specimen thickness of 0.25 j eff g , the effective extinction distance of the interfering diffracted beam. An imaging energy filter, i.e. the GIF typically using an energy window of 3-5 eV, has been used to separate the energy loss electrons for their self-interference.
Further separation of the energy loss electrons for their interference by DBI is possible by using the natural scattering angles of the electrons on the diffraction plane. DigitalMicrograph has been the program used to collect, record and process the interferograms with the reconstruction using its subroutine Holoworks.
Results
The interferences of the electron intensities were performed at 300 keV, using FEI Eindhoven's demonstration Titan as shown in Fig. 3 and the University of Cambridge's Philips CM 300 FEG as shown in Image collection times of the interferograms by the CCD camera were 0.5 s. The intensities from three different regions on the diffraction plane were investigated as indicated by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 . Their self-interference can be produced by the amplitude-splitting method using a crystal and by placing the electron biprism in between the Bragg-diffracted beams with a positive voltage as shown schematically in Fig. 2 . For the exact overlap of the Bragg-diffracted beams, the diffuse electron intensity in region 3 extends out from the origin of overlap to ½Δg hkl , i.e. one half the difference in g of the interfered beams. shows a contrast-enhanced example of the interference of the exactly overlaid 000 beam with the 111 beam of Germanium using an imaging energy filter, i.e. GIF, having a 5 eV window centered at 0 eV that passed the zero loss electrons and phonon loss electrons through the GIF for their interference. Fringes exist everywhere in the interfered regions. No fringes were found on the diffraction plane when the biprism is inserted between the diffracted beams without a voltage applied to the biprism ruling out the possibility that the fringes are due to Fresnel interference of the electrons scattered from the biprism or an aperture. Nor were fringes found with a slight voltage applied to the biprism where the diffracted beams were separated greater than the lateral coherence width of the electrons. To extend the interference width in region 3, the 000 beam was interfered with the 222 diffracted beam of aluminum without using an imaging energy filter (Fig. 4) . As with Fig. 3 , in the overlaid regions there are fringes in regions 1 and 2 ( Fig. 4c and d ) representative of those regions 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 . Figure 4b is a contrast enhancement of Fig. 4a to help show the diffuse intensity distributions where an exponentially increasing intensity exists toward the interfered Bragg-diffracted beams at region 3 ( Fig. 4d ) that falls offs to either side perpendicular to this direction ( Fig. 4e) . There are no fringes in diffuse intensity region 3 and region 4.
In Fig. 5 , a slight separation, estimated at 5 × 10
, from the overlaid beams presented in Fig. 4 resulted in the formation of very low spatial 3. Region 3 was segmented into three sub-regions, 3a, 3b and 3c, representing further distances from the center of interference located within the interfered Bragg-diffracted beams that clearly show a decrease in fringe width from 0.0028 nm −1 in Fig. 6c to 0.0017 Fig. 6d to 0.0014 nm −1 in Fig. 6e . Larger separations of the Bragg-diffracted beams as presented in Figs. 7 and 8 resulted in the same decrease in fringe width with an increase in distance from the center of interference within region 3.
Interpretation of the results
The separation of the two sources, ΔS = S1 − S2, can be determined from the spacing of the fringes, F = 5.8 × 10 −5 nm −1 /fringe, found in region 1, Fig. 4c .
For the exact overlay of the Bragg-diffracted beams [3,4]
and The intensity in region 3 having partial coherence is reported for the first time. Difficulties in making precise measurements of the fringe positions and thicknesses occurred due to the large variation in intensity in the interferograms and the formation of thick fringes in the high intensity and fine fringes in the low intensity. , which resulted in the formation of low-frequency fringes in the high intensity to relatively high-frequency fringes in the low-intensity in region 3, which was further segmented into three sub-regions, 3a, 3b and 3c, representing further distances from the center of interference within the Bragg-diffracted beams that clearly show a decrease in fringe width from 0.0028 nm −1 in 3a, Fig. 6c , to 0.0017 nm −1 in 3b, Fig. 6d , to 0.0014 nm −1 in Fig. 6e . A smooth change in spatial frequency results in a line within the Fourier transform of region 3 shown as an insert in Fig. 6b .
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Coherence of k-space electrons S103 Fig. 8 . The same interference as Fig. 4 except the 000 beam and the 222 beam are displaced from each by 0.0005 nm −1 , which resulted in the formation of low-frequency fringes in the high-intensity to relatively high-frequency fringes in the low-intensity in region 3 segmented into three sub-regions, 3a, 3b and 3c, representing further distances from the Bragg-diffracted beams clearly showing a decrease in fringe width from 0.0030 nm −1 in 3a, Fig. 8c , to 0.0018 nm −1 in 3b, Fig. 8d , to 0.0013 nm −1 in 3c, Fig. 8e . Difficulties in interpreting the phase distribution within region 3 is additionally complicated by the continuous increase in the spatial frequency of the fringes away from the center of interference as shown within the insert of Fig. 6b, i .e. the Fourier transform produced a line such that a Fourier reconstruction of the amplitude and phase is not possible. A simple geometric model is thus used to extract the phase information.
From geometric optics [13] applied to Fig. 9 , if we assume that the amplitudes of the interfering beams reaching P are equal, i.e. A R = A L = A o , then the intensity in region 3 can be written as
where the phase shift, δ, is given by the path length difference between r 1 and r 2
where k is the wave vector, 2π/λ. For fringes to be observable requiring sufficient coherence, the phase difference (ε 1 − ε 2 ) between the two sources must remain fairly constant in time. Constructive interference will occur when
where the angle θ m is given by
and y is the distance from the center of interference to point P. The fringe maxima, y m , are found at
where m is the position of the mth maxima. The distance between the maxima or fringe width, Δy m , is determined from m = 1, i.e.
For the exact overlaid condition of the Bragg-diffracted beams (Fig. 4) , no fringe is visible in region 3 due to the large separation of the sources, ΔS = 0.33 μm, resulting in the fringe spacing being too fine on the viewing screen, Δy m = 0.143 μm or 1.5 × 10 −5 nm −1 in k-space. With a small shift in the beams, the fringes start to become visible as a distorted beating fringe in Fig. 5 . Larger separations of the Bragg-diffracted beams as presented in Figs. 6-8 resulted in larger displacements of the virtual sources from ΔS to ΔS 0 and an increase in the fringe width, Δy m , enabling them to be visible. Using the data in Fig. 7 as an example, a separation of the Bragg-diffracted beams on the diffraction plane, Δg = 0.00033 nm −1 (Fig. 7a) , resulted in the formation of a fringe width, Dy m ≃ 3:2 Â 10 À4 nm
À1
( Fig. 7c) The path length difference, r 1 − r 2 , is then calculated from
to be 13.2 pm. The phase shift, k (r 1 − r 2 ), can then be related to the mean square displacement of the atom, u, in the direction perpendicular to the Bragg planes of aluminum through the Debye-Waller factor exp(−2M), Fig. 9 . Geometric optics applied to DBI showing the shifted virtual sources, S 0 1 and S 0 2 , from the exact overlaid positions (Fig. 2) , path length vectors, r 1 and r 2 , and their difference, the distance y from the interference center to point P and camera length, L.
where M is given by [12]
and thus,
which results in the mean square displacement of the atom to be u = 11 pm, a reasonable 2.7% deviation from the Al lattice parameter. For the second set of observable fringes, Δy m ≃ 2 × 10
nm −1 at y 0.0027 nm −1 (Fig. 8c) , which results in r 1 − r 2 = 26.6 pm and u = 16 pm. A reliable measure of y to the more distant fringes shown in Fig. 7 was not possible. Additionally, using the data in Fig. 8 , the fringe width was measured to be Δy m ≃ 3 × 10 −4 nm −1 ( Fig. 8c ) at y 0.00245 nm
, which results in r 1 − r 2 = 16 pm and u = 12.2 pm. A reliable measure of y to the more distant fringes in Fig. 8 
Discussion
A brief review of k-space interference by DBI and some recent results involving the interference of elastically scattered electrons and inelastically scattered electrons have been presented. Focus was applied on three regions of k-space, i.e. the intensity inside the Bragg-diffracted beams and two intensities outside the Bragg-diffracted beams, i.e. one region perpendicular to the systematic row of Bragg-diffracted beams and another region in between the Bragg-diffracted beams, indicated by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 . The intensities in these three regions are well known [12] . The high intensity in region 1 is dominated by elastically scattered Bragg-diffracted electrons. The low intensity in region 2 consists of high-angle, diffusely scattered electrons both zero-loss elastically scattered electrons and phonon-loss inelastically scattered electrons. The low intensity in region 3 primarily consists of diffuse inelastically scattered electrons referred to as TDS of electrons. The selfinterference of the electron intensities within regions 1, 2 and 3 clearly shows sufficient coherence to form fringes within the interferograms. The most significant result from the experiments is the coherence of the diffusely scattered electrons in regions 2 and 3. This finding goes against the commonly held belief that diffusely scattered electrons are incoherent [17] perhaps because no prior experimental data have been published showing their partial coherence, which may be due to the difficulty of interfering these intensities in a controlled manner in k-space prior to the development of DBI. In general, the diffusely scattered intensities generated by lasers, X-rays, neutrons, etc. are considered not to have coherence. If the electron source is only considered, a significant difference between electron microscopy and the other methods is the use of a very small electron probe, whereas the other methods use much larger probes. This difference may help explain the retention of coherence in the diffusely scattered electron intensities. A very small volume of material is excited by the DBI electron probe typically having a probe diameter of 1 nm or less, which results in an excitation volume for a specimen having a thickness of 0.25 j eff g of ≤100 nm 3 , since extinction distances of the loworder beams are <100 nm. 100 nm 3 is the size of a Schottky field emitter. The other types of radiation sources, i.e. X-rays, lasers and neutrons, are exciting volumes of 100 s μm 3 to cm 3 , which are too large for coherent emission of the diffuse intensity. This interpretation is simple because the coherence depends on the geometry of the whole system that consists of the source, specimen, detectors, etc. Importantly, the retained coherence in the diffuse intensity provides a means of measuring the coherence properties of the diffusely scattered electrons that represent many types of physical properties of the specimen. For example, since the highly energetic electron in the direct beam can lose energy by creating quasiparticle identities existing in materials such as phonons, plasmons, magnons, etc., these diffusely scattered energy-loss electrons retain the information of their quasiparticle creation [18] . Additionally, the incoming electron can gain energy by scattering off a pre-existing quasiparticle mode Vol. 62, Supplement 1, 2013 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . picking up the same scattering phase, i.e. if an electron scatters off the quasiparticle, this electron carries information about the quasiparticle [19] .
Originally, Yoshioka [20] separated elastically and inelastically scattered electrons using the imaginary part of the refractive index or mean inner potential. This concept is now generally applied in physics as in the mixed dynamic form factor (MDFF). MDFF has been used to analyze DBI [21] treating the elastically scattered electrons as vectors having coherence and the inelastically scattered electrons as scalars having no coherence in order to separate the two types of electrons. From the results presented in this paper, a coherence term needs to be added to the MDFF to account for the selfinterference of the diffuse electron intensity having partial coherence.
The investigation of the existence of fringes in the TDS intensity was partially prompted by the finding of fringes everywhere in the interference region (Fig. 3) . The TDS intensity carries the information of the small oscillatory displacements of atoms from their equilibrium positions arising from thermal excitations. Interest in the lattice dynamics of solids has a long history dating back to Newton's Principia. This is the first time that the TDS's phase, which provides a direct means of measuring the displacement of atoms, can contribute to these studies. The measurement of mean square displacement of the atom, u ≃ 12 pm, is reasonable. A better, more precise measurement will soon become possible with the generous support of Akira Tonomura required for the construction of a dedicated aplanatic electron holography microscope having a high brightness and very coherent electron source [22] , as well as four electron biprisms enabling many types of electron beam interference experiments.
Conclusions
Presented is the DBI method of electron interferometry that is able to self-interfere the intensities of elastically scattered electrons and inelastically scattered electrons on the diffraction plane in k-space in a controllable manner. Reported is the coherence of the electron intensities that produced fringes everywhere interference occurred in the interferograms. The interference fringes in the TDS intensity existing in between the Bragg-diffracted beams was used to measure the mean square displacement of the atoms in Aluminum to be u 12 pm.
